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Path Replanning for Orientation-constrained Needle
Steering

M. Pinzi, T. Watts, R. Secoli, S. Galvan, F. Rodriguez y Baena

Abstract—Introduction: Needle-based neurosurgical proce-
dures require high accuracy in catheter positioning to achieve
high clinical efficacy. Significant challenges for achieving accurate
targeting are (i) tissue deformation (ii) clinical obstacles along
the insertion path (iii) catheter control. Objective: We propose
a novel path-replanner able to generate an obstacle-free and
curvature bounded three-dimensional (3D) path at each time step
during insertion, accounting for a constrained target pose and
intraoperative anatomical deformation. Additionally, our solution
is sufficiently fast to be used in a closed-loop system: needle
tip tracking via electromagnetic sensors is used by the path-
replanner to automatically guide the programmable bevel-tip
needle (PBN) while surgical constraints on sensitive structures
avoidance are met. Methods: The generated path is achieved
by combining the ”Bubble Bending” method for online path
deformation and a 3D extension of a convex optimisation method
for path smoothing. Results: Simulation results performed on a
realistic dataset show that our replanning method can guide a
PBN with bounded curvature to a predefined target pose with
an average targeting error of 0.65±0.46 mm in position and
3.25±5.23 degrees in orientation under a deformable simulated
environment. The proposed algorithm was also assessed in-vitro
on a brain-like gelatin phantom, achieving a target error of
1.81±0.51 mm in position and 5.9±1.42 degrees in orientation.
Conclusion: The presented work assessed the performance of a
new online steerable needle path-planner able to avoid anatomical
obstacles while optimizing surgical criteria. Significance: This
method is particularly suited for surgical procedures demanding
high accuracy on the desired goal pose under tissue deformations
and real-world inaccuracies.

Index Terms—path replanner, path planning, steerable needles,
neurosurgery, 3D steering, 3D control

I. INTRODUCTION

M inimally invasive surgery and treatment represents a
major trend in current neurosurgical procedures, mini-

mizing patient trauma, and thus the risk of complications and
recovery time [1]. Steerable needles are a promising technol-
ogy within this field, allowing clinical access to previously
inaccessible anatomical targets. By steering along low-risk
preoperatively computed paths, the safety of percutaneous
procedures is increased. To control the insertion during steer-
able needle procedures, the surgeon usually operates with
the aid of a robotic platform. With a suitable interface and
model of the needle, surgeons can intuitively control steering
without needing to understand the specific needle mechanics.
However, the accuracy of the needle insertion with respect
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to the preoperative selected path is affected by several factors.
The first factor is tissue deformation, primarily caused by fluid
loss occurring during the creation of the burr-hole port on
the patient’s skull, a phenomenon known as “Brain shift” [2].
Targeting accuracy is also affected by poor quality medical
imaging, unpredictable needle-tissue interactions, and surgeon
errors [3]. Steerable needles must also avoid colliding with
anatomical structures such as brain vessels and ventricles
which may deform during insertion.

Due to these considerations, the path selected preoperatively
should be reassessed during the procedure to verify its feasi-
bility with the new deformed obstacle configuration.

To account for the surgeon’s preoperative evaluation of
the necessary surgical intervention, it is desirable to design
a replanning algorithm which adjusts the existing surgeon-
defined path rather than replacing it, compensating online
for deviations of the tip and tissue deformation while main-
taining high ”path similarity”: a measure of the deviation a
process induces between an original path and a new (target)
path. Preserving path similarity reduces the cognitive load on
users observing the planned activity, by ensuring coherence
and consistency of behaviors, even in dynamic environments
[4]. Also, less changeable plans reduce stress on hardware
execution components, facilitating the PBN’s motion.

On the other hand, a comprehensive computer-assisted plan-
ning method should be able to meet new constraints deriving
from precision neurosurgery applications which demand high
accuracy in target orientation, such as in Convection Enhanced
Delivery (CED) [5] or Deep Brain Stimulation (DBS) [6].

Global path planning methods are generally favored with
respect to local ones for online needle steering applications
since, besides reacting to local changes and unexpected obsta-
cles, they can deal with the global problem of reaching an ar-
bitrary goal. The most common technique is to apply a single-
query planner that is fast enough to be used intra-operatively
to replan the trajectory from imaging or sensing feedback
information as in [7]. Rapidly Exploring Random Tree (RRT)
based solvers are generally favored because they maintain
good performance even in a 3D anatomical environment [7].
However, their maximum run time is user-defined, leading
to a trade-off between speed and success rate. Therefore,
at equal maximum run time, a more complex obstacle map
would lead to a decrease in success rate [8]. Additionally,
RRTs generally do not include needle curvature constraints
and target orientation accuracy is generally not considered.
Only recent RRT spline-based solutions can meet constraints
on both a specified target orientation and on a maximum
curvature radius, without requiring further smoothing [9], [8].
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However, these solutions are limited by their geometrical
approach which, as in the case of Dubin’s curves [10], bound
the maximum curvature radius up to half the distance between
the start and target point [11].

”Bubble Bending” algorithms [12][13], coupled with opti-
mised trajectory smoothing methods [14] provide an elegant
solution to these problems. In general, ”Bubble Bending”
is based on the online modification of a predefined path.
The path behaves as an elastic band, reacting in real-time to
local changes in a dynamic environment. The power of this
framework is that it avoids the computational cost and the
risk of long path detours associated with recalling a global
path planner as is required in RRT based methods: local
modifications to the original path do not limit the ability to
achieve global goals. A disadvantage of the approach alone,
however, is that the resulting path curvature is generally
not bounded. Constrained path smoothing methods, such as
the Convex Elastic Smoothing (CES) algorithm, has been
developed to address this and implemented for 2D car-like
robot applications [14].

In this chapter, we present a modified version of the ”Bubble
Bending” which has been adapted to the surgical environment
to be able to compensate for both tissue deformation and real-
world uncertainties. Additionally, an extension of the CES
for 3D scenarios is incorporated, which can find a curvature
constrained solution suitable for steerable needle navigation.
Our replanning method continuously generates an updated
path which prioritises the desired target orientation constraint
accuracy while meeting surgical and curvature constraints.
The ”path similarity” is also optimised to make the algorithm
more predictable to users and interaction with the front-end
potentially easier.

Finally, our algorithm is integrated within the EDEN2020
robotic suite through a ”Replanning as Control” framework
[7], which automatically steers the needle during insertion. We
first test the algorithm’s performance in simulation, using a de-
forming image volume, and then in-vitro, with a programmable
bevel tip needle (PBN) [15], [16], to capture its behavior under
real-world uncertainties. Additionally, we believe our method
can be applied to other systems where explicit control on entry
and target 3D poses and bounded curvature are required.

II. METHODS

In this section, we first discuss the details of the proposed
replanning algorithm. The algorithm initialisation is described
in Section II-A and followed by a step-by-step description
in Section II-B. Secondly, we propose a metric to evaluate
the risk during the insertion (Section II-C). Finally, the ex-
perimental setup is discussed in Section II-D. In particular,
our replanning method is first evaluated in a computational
simulation (Section III-A) to assess its robustness in a deform-
ing environment; then in-vitro in Section III-B, to assess the
algorithm’s integration within an experimental robotic surgery
setup.

A. Initialisation
The following overview of the preoperative phase introduces

the concepts relating to surgical constraints and the initialisa-

Fig. 1. Our application of the ”Bubble Bending” technique can be summarised
as follows (starting from the first frame on the top): (i) a preoperative path
is selected by the surgeon, (ii) a virtual channel of overlapping spheres
around the preoperative path, starting from the current needle tip position
(green sphere), adapts to compensate for obstacles deformations; the orange
spheres represent a collision with the surrounding obstacles causing a channel
adjustment. On the other hand, the violet spheres are static, thus constraining
the target approach vector.

tion of the relevant replanning algorithm parameters.

First, patient-specific diagnostic images are considered to
build a binary anatomical obstacle map (Mobs) composed
of sensitive brain structures such as segmented arteries and
brain ventricles. Subsequently, a safety margin is added to
obtain an expanded obstacle map taking into account both the
needle’s footprint and a safety distance to obstacles, which
can be set by the clinician. Finally, a preoperative path planner
algorithm [17] is run on the expanded obstacle map to identify
a suitable path between a set location, perpendicular to the
patient’s skull, and a predefined target pose. This becomes
the first reference path for our online replanning technique.
The initialisation of the standard ”Bubble Bending” algorithm
requires that the reference path is enveloped within a series of
spheres of radius equal to Rb, with a minimum overlapping
value, ∆, between consecutive spheres.

In our study, Rb and ∆ are chosen to obtain a bubble
channel (according to Equation 1), the radius of which Rc

corresponds to the amount of margin previously introduced
with the expanded obstacle map.

Rc =

√
(Rb)2 − (Rb −

∆

2
)2 (1)

Hence, the channel is initialised to be collision-free with
respect to the original obstacle map Mobs.
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Input:

qp,i: preoperative path . for i = 1 to n

Ttip: tip pose

Ttar: target pose

Mobs(x): obstacle binary map

D(x): deformation field

Output:

qu,i: updated path

1: procedure EXTENDED BUBBLE BENDING

2: qu,i ← qp,i . Updated path

3: while Ttar is NOT reached do

4: . Find bubble centres

5: qb,j = BUBBLEREORGANISATION(qu,i) . for j = 1 to m

6: (qd,j ,Ttar,Mobs)← APPLYDEF(qb,j ,Ttar,Mobs,D(x)))

7: qc,j ← BUBBLEBENDING(qd,j ,Ttip,Ttar)

8: . Apply smoothing with constraints

9: pc,j ← CONSTRAINEDSMOOTHING(qc,j ,Ttip,Ttar, Rmin)

10: qu,i ← INTERPOLATE(pc,j , n)

11: if qu,i is NOT found then

12: STOP insertion . Safety check

13: end if

14: end while

15: end procedure

Fig. 2. The ”Extended Bubble Bending” algorithm. Given a preoperative path, qp,i, the algorithm calculates an updated path, qu,i, which accounts for
(i) Needle minimum radius of curvature Rmin (ii) Tissue deformation D(x) (iii) Clinical obstacles via a binary map Mobs(x) and (iv) Needle and target
orientation constraints, within Ttip and Ttar respectively

B. Extended Bubble Bending Approach

We propose a modified version of the ”Bubble Bending”
algorithm which makes use of a deformation field that can be
acquired intraoperatively via an online imaging system (i.e.
intraoperative ultrasound) [18] and calculates an obstacle-free
path with a flexible constraint on the target pose. In particular
accuracy on the target orientation is prioritized with respect to
the target position and respective tolerances are provided (Fig.
1). The ”Bubble Bending” algorithm assumes the path behaves
like an elastic band, deforming to accommodate external forces
and reacting with internal forces to keep its original shape.
The path is discretised as a succession of 3D points, each of
which is the centre of a sphere/bubble of a specified radius.
Two virtual forces are introduced to describe the bubbles’
interaction with the deforming environment. The main virtual
forces acting on the path are due to external forces caused by
obstacles intersecting the volume of any number of spheres.
These generate repulsive forces along the main direction
of the obstacle distribution, which keep the path collision-
free. Since we consider a binary and discrete obstacle map,
each voxel belonging to a certain obstacle contributes with a

repulsive force that acts along the line connecting it to the
respective bubble centre. The external forces are compensated
by internal forces between consecutive bubbles, which act to
reduce their displacement and to keep the overlapping region
within the predefined minimum value. The internal forces
guarantee an elastic response of the bubbles channel to external
interactions. (see [13] and supplementary material for details
about the algorithm). In summary, the position of each sphere
is modified according to the total amount of forces acting on
it until an equilibrium is reached. In this way, the initial path
is continuously adjusted in line with the updated obstacles
map. However, as the path replanning algorithm presented
here is intended for steerable needles in neurosurgery, the
method must take into account surgical constraints, such as
the required target vector approach and the need for main-
taining a safety margin from the brain’s sensitive structures.
Additionally, it must account for a deforming environment
affecting not only the obstacles’ position but also the target
pose Ttar and the needle tip pose Ttip which can change
due to deformations of the surrounding soft tissue and the
high compliance of beveled-tip flexible needles. It should be
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noted that Ttar and Ttip are 7-dimensional arrays including
both the points position information in 3D coordinates (Ttarc ,
Ttipc ) and their orientation, with respect to a reference axis,
as 4-dimensional unit quaternions (Ttarq ,Ttipq

) .
We address the previously listed requirements with an

”Extended Bubble Bending” approach that proceeds as follows
(Fig. 2):

1) Bubble Reorganisation: the preoperative path is cal-
culated taking into account a safety margin from known
anatomical obstacles. A channel of overlapping bubbles
qb,j is generated around the current reference path by
BUBBLEREORGANISATION(qu,i). New bubbles are inserted
when the overlapping value between consecutive bubbles is
below the predefined threshold. In the same way, redundant
bubbles are removed, as explained in [13].

2) Applied Deformation: the obstacle map Mobs is updated
according to the brain displacement field, defined by D(x) in-
traoperatively. Unlike the standard ”Bubble Bending” method,
we opted to contribute to the path adjustment by applying
the deformation field directly to the bubble centres’ position
to allow the channel to adapt to the changing environment.
Therefore, target pose Ttar and bubble centres qb,j are
also transformed via APPLYDEF(qb,j ,Ttar,Mobs,D(x)). In
particular, the Mathworks Matlab2019b© function imwarp is
used to transform these points according to the displacement
featured at their specific position, resulting in qd,j . The tip
pose Ttip is continuously input to the system from the EM
sensing.

3) Bubble Bending: the bubble centres are constantly
adjusted following the ”Bubble Bending” method
BUBBLEBENDING(qd,j ,Ttip,Ttar). Virtual internal and
external forces are computed for each bubble center, the
position of which is moved by a discrete step in the direction
of the respective resultant force. In our application, this
applies to all of the bubbles except the two at the beginning
and the two at the end of the bubble channel, which keep
the correct initial and final orientation respectively. This
is an iterative procedure that runs until the total channel
adjustment is below an equilibrium threshold and is also
entirely collision-free. At every iteration, a reorganisation of
the bubble channel is performed. The result at this stage is
an obstacle-free bubble channel represented by qc,j .

4) Constrained Smoothing: the bubble center
positions act as way-points. They must be smooth
and satisfy curvature continuity and the constraint
on the minimum radius of curvature Rmin (function
CONSTRAINEDSMOOTHING(qc,j ,Ttip,Ttar, Rmin). The
CES approach has already been applied in previous studies
to smooth the bubble center positions (BCPs) for ”Bubble
Bending” algorithm implementations in 2D scenarios. Here,
we extend the CES to 3D and with adjusted constraints on
the convex optimisation. Our convex optimisation aims to
minimise two objective functions O1 and O2 simultaneously,
as defined in Equation 2.

O1 =

n−1∑
k=2

‖2pk − pk−1 − pk+1‖2

O2 =
n−2∑
i=3

‖pi − qi‖

minimize
q3..qn−2

(O1 +O2) (2)

s.t. p1 = Ttipc
;

p2 = Ttipc
+ dVin; pn−1 = Ttarc − dVfin (3)

‖2pk − pk−1 − pk+1‖ ≤
d2

Rmin
(4)

(pn −Ttarc)2 ≤ ε2

Vfin(pn −Ttarc) = 0 (5)

Here, qi represent the BCPs (qc,j) resulting from the
BUBBLEBENDING() function (Fig. 2); while pi represent the
set of optimisation variables, initialised as qi, which will
eventually converge to the solution and be the output (pc,j) of
the CONSTRAINEDSMOOTHING() function. In particular, the
minimisation of O1 is, in the CES approach, a geometrical
method to reduce the curvature ”peaks” along the path, thus
leading to a much smoother result. O2 represents the distance
from the bubble centers, minimised to keep the smoothed
curve within the obstacle-free bubble channel and as close
as possible to the reference path. Equation 3 sets optimisation
constraints on both the current tip orientation (Ttipq

) in the
form of directional vector Vin and the current target orienta-
tion (Ttarq ) in the form of directional vector Vfin; Equation
4 represents a CES approach to enforce the geometrical
constraint to bound the minimum curvature radius Rmin of
the generated path. Finally, in Equation 5, the target point pn

is constrained to be located on a plane that includes the original
target point Ttarc and has the constrained target orientation
as the normal. Furthermore, a maximum distance tolerance,
ε, from Ttarc is included, which can be tuned according to
the required target accuracy. The replanned path is, therefore,
a curvature constrained approximation INTERPOLATE(pc,j , n)
of the new BCPs resulting from the iterative bubble channel
deformation. Additionally, the accuracy of the desired target
approach angle is prioritized. If these criteria are not satisfied
(worst-case scenario) then the algorithm interrupts, indicating
that the patient’s safety may be at risk. The surgeon can then
decide either to progress manually or to move backward until
a new path that meets the constraints is found.

C. Online Risk Metric

A risk metric for curvature constrained steerable needles
was developed in this study, which measures how feasible
it is for the current PBN tip pose to reach the target pose
while meeting the kinematic constraints of the needle. In other
words, this metric quantifies the robustness of the current path
to further deviations and therefore the risk of an inaccurate
outcome.

The needle tip position is evaluated with respect to a
feasibility or reachability volume, starting from the current
target pose, and directed along with the target orientation in the
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Steerable needle

Needle tip

Target pose

Needle tip pose

Fig. 3. This figure shows the feasibility volumes starting respectively from
the tip pose and the target pose. The intersection represents that region of
feasibility the needle should aim to stay within, during the insertion, to satisfy
both curvature and orientation constraints. The distance of the needle tip (δtip)
from the boundaries of the intersection with respect to the feasibility volume
radius at that height (Rf ), gives us a metric of risk during the insertion.

direction of the path. Conversely, the target point is evaluated
with respect to a feasibility volume starting from the current tip
location, directed along with the corresponding tip orientation
in the direction of the target (Fig. 3). These volumes have
the shape of a horn torus, the radius of which is equal to the
minimum radius of curvature the needle can follow (Rmin).
The inclusion of both points within the corresponding feasi-
bility regions ensures that the target orientation requirement is
achievable from the current tip pose.

The risk metric ρ, normalised in the range [0,1], is computed
as the ratio between the minimum distance of the tip from
the edges of the boundaries of the feasibility regions intersect
(δtip) and the radius of the feasibility volume (Rf ) at the same
distance from the target (Equation 6).

ρ =
δtip
Rf

;Rf ≥ δtip (6)

This metric can be used to provide the surgeon with
feedback about the current path related risk.

D. Path Replanning Simulation

The robustness of our path-planning algorithm to brain-shift
deformations was evaluated in a simulated environment.

1) Preprocessing: Anonymized medical images (MRI/CT)
of a healthy subject from a patient dataset acquired within the
context of the Horizon 2020 EDEN2020 European project [19]
were used. We performed segmentation of the skull and key
anatomical structures, such as the brain vessels and ventricles,
to produce a realistic obstacle map. The AHFT preoperative
path planner algorithm [17] was run on the expanded obstacle
map to find paths starting from different entry-point locations
perpendicular to the patient’s skull directed to a set of target
poses. For the subject in this study, a total of 165 paths (Fig.
4) were obtained from the AHFT using an expanded obstacle
map with a margin equal to 1.68 mm, computed as the sum
of the radius of the PBN used in the in-vitro experiments

Fig. 4. The figure shows the generated AHFT [17] preoperative paths reaching
the target with different vector approaches (different shades of blue). These
paths intersect the patient skull perpendicularly within a tolerance of five
degrees.

(1.25 mm), and a safety margin, arbitrarily set to 30% of the
PBN radius (0.43 mm). This distance also guarantees some
maneuvering space in case of replanning. The 165 paths were
used to simulate the same number of insertions.

As mentioned previously, tissue deformation is an important
factor that can influence targeting accuracy. To account for
this, a simulated deformation field was generated, taking into
account that the mean displacement of the brain surface during
surgery is found in the literature to be up to 15 mm. In Reinges
et al. [20] brain-shift measured 6.1±3.4 mm on average
after approximately 50 minutes after dura opening, where a
comparison between superficial and sub-cortical brain-shift
at 20 mm distance over the same time period is also per-
formed. They found that deep brain structures experience
a smaller deformation compared to cortical structures, with
a decreasing deformation rate of 0.59 mm per millimeter
depth. Consequently, we utilised a simulated deformation field
of magnitude equal to 15 mm at the dura mater, which
progressively decreases at 0.59 mm per millimeter of depth,
towards the stem.

2) Computational Simulation Protocol: A fraction of the
deformation field was progressively applied to the obstacle
map at each step of the simulated insertion so as to achieve
complete deformation at the point the target was reached. This
approach was adopted to replicate the average amount of brain-
shift experienced by a patient during neurosurgery. During
these trials, the main direction of the applied deformation
(coinciding with the gravity vector in a real-life scenario) was
randomised for each simulation to increase the variability of
the test. The 165 preoperative paths were used as sequential in-
puts to the path replanning algorithm simulations, which were
run five times each, for a total of 825 simulated insertions.

TABLE I
PATH REPLANNING PARAMETERS

Rb ∆ Rc Rmin tartol αtol

3 mm 0.96 mm 1.68 mm 70 mm 2.5 mm 10◦
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Fig. 5. The path replanning algorithm generates a new path at every step
(yellow dots) along with the insertion. The current path (blue stars) starts
from the current T ippose (orange arrow) and reaches the ”Current Target”
pose which is deformed with respect to the ”Initial Target” due to the simulated
brain shift. In this figure, the current path is shown as the centerline of the
obstacle-free bubble channel (blue cylinder). The red dots identify obstacles
that fall within the bubble channel, thus contributing to the repulsive force
that triggers channel deformation.

A replan was performed at every insertion step (arbitrarily
considered to be 1 mm in length) just after deformation was
applied to the entire obstacle map, target pose, tip pose, and
the BCP.

As in Table I, we set Rb equal to 3 mm in order to react
only to obstacles very close to the catheter body (Fig. 5).
The overlap ∆ was chosen as 0.96 mm and the minimum
channel radius Rc was, therefore, equal to 1.68 mm (Equation
1), matching the value of the obstacle margin included in the
preoperative expanded obstacle map. This guarantees that the
channel is initialised as obstacle-free. However, this minimum
distance from obstacles is constrained by the algorithm during
the entire operation. Additionally, target orientation accuracy
is prioritised within an arbitrarily defined tolerance of αtol.
Finally, a tolerance tartol of 2.5 mm is used for the target
position, which is within the acceptable accuracy for mini-
mally invasive neurosurgical treatment and comparable to the
results in [7]. The simulations were run on a workstation with
an NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080 Ti 11GB Pascal using Mat-
lab2017b (Mathworks inc.) and the CVX package available in
Matlab [21] for the smoothing convex optimisation.

E. Path Replanning Experiments

These trials aim to demonstrate the integration of our
algorithm within the EDEN2020 robotic suite. In particular,
we chose the ”Replanning as Control” framework as a tool to
create a challenging testing environment for our replanning.
Successful implementation of this framework depends upon
a low computational replanning time and high robustness in
correcting for real-world perturbations while finding feasible

and safe paths at each insertion step. In contrast with the
standard practice of planning a feasible path and then using
a feedback controller for correcting uncertain perturbations,
we want our path replanner to be able to correct for real-
world inaccuracies (i.e. needle tip deviation, dynamic model
inaccuracies, and hardware acquisition uncertainties). On the
other hand, the ”Replanning as Control” framework removes
the need of a user guiding the needle insertion, thus avoiding
external influence on the resulting accuracy. The system auto-
matically steers the needle along paths that avoid obstacles of
known location.

1) System Components: We describe the experimental pro-
tocol starting from the experimental setup shown in Fig. 6.

• Bevel-Tip Steerable Needle: our PBN is a passive catheter
with a finite orientation velocity and a bio-inspired inser-
tion mechanism [22]. Particularly, the offset measured at
the tip between its four segments influences its bending
direction.

• Needle Steering Robot: the EDEN2020 robotic suite
(www.eden2020.eu) comprises four actuators that activate
the four segments of our needle independently to provide
the desired motion.

• Electromagnetic Tracking System: four electromagnetic
(EM) tracking sensors (Aurora 5DOF catheter, type 1,
external diameter 0.3 mm, position accuracy 0.9 mm/0.3°;
Northern Digital Inc., Canada), inserted one in each of
the four needle segments, were employed to estimate the
probe tip pose Ttip continuously during the insertion
process, thus providing the path-replanner with the start
pose constraint for its subsequent path generation.

• Gelatine Box: a 6% by weight bovine gelatin (Chef
William Powdered gelatine) was placed into a cuboidal
block of approximate 20 cm x 10 cm x 25 cm for our
experiments.

• Front-end Visualisation Software: the EDEN2020 visual
interface provides an intra-operative modality featuring
three standard MRI orthogonal views and an interactive
simulated perspective of the current path with respect to
the needle tip pose.

2) In-vitro Experiments Protocol: The experiment block
diagram in Fig. 7 shows how the ”Replanning as Control”
block receives the current tip pose as input and generates a new
path from there. The generated path is then expressed in the
Parallel Transport Frame as in [23]. The frame assumes that
the tangential vector field T(s) (with s being the arc-length
parameter) is unique, thus providing freedom in choosing
any arbitrary basis [N1(s),N2(s)] as long as the components
are perpendicular in the normal and binormal planes. In our
replanner, we constrain the first frame T(0) to match the
current tip pose. Then, the curvatures kdes(t) describing the
change of the tangent vector ez in the ey and ex directions,
as defined in the body-attached frame of Fig. 8, are calculated.
The PBN inverse model, as explained in [16], takes kdes(t) as
input and returns the best relative offset between the four-
needle segments to achieve the desired curvature.

To test the system in-vitro, three preoperative plans are
generated using our surgical planning software. We performed
a total of fifteen needle insertions (five insertions for each
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Fig. 6. Experimental setup [24]: the needle insertion is driven by the actuation
system, comprising 4 linear actuators that can independently control each one
of the four needle segments. A 6% by weight bovine gelatine sample is used
to simulate a soft-tissue insertion. Four EM sensors are placed within our
PBN to track the insertion.

Fig. 7. Block diagram showing how the ‘Replanning as Control’ framework
fits within the proposed semi-automatic PBN insertion method.

Fig. 8. The PBN body frame coordinates are shown (top) as described in
Watts et al. study [23]. In particular angular and linear velocities, ωx ,ωy, ωz
and v are shown along with the corresponding curvatures κ1, κ2 and torsion
θ (assumed to be zero for our needle).

path) in gelatin with virtual anatomical obstacles. The virtual
environment used is in this case static, as any simulated de-
formations would not be reflected in the EM sensor positions,
as would be expected in the real scenario. In these trials,
the needle is actuated by motors at an insertion speed of
0.4 mm/sec, while the replanner is constantly generating new
paths. Clinical parameters such as the proposed risk metric and
the distance from the target are provided to surgeons during
the procedure. To evaluate our algorithm’s performance we

acquired the following key data during both simulated and
in-vitro insertions (Table II and III):

3) Replanning time (T [sec]): it measures the computational
time associated with the proposed replanner. It has to fulfill the
minimum requirement of an update per millimeter of insertion
for a constant maximum of 0.4 mm/sec needle insertion speed.

4) Success rate (S[%]): it measures the algorithm’s robust-
ness in reaching the target within the constraints (tartol) while
maintaining the minimum distance from obstacles (Rc).

5) Target accuracy (CLoop[mm] error): target orientation
accuracy is prioritised over target position accuracy. They
both have to be within the given tolerances: tartol and αtol

respectively.
6) Path similarity (Fr[mm]): proximity to the previously

calculated path is constantly maximised during the insertion.
The Frechet distance provides an appropriate ”path similarity”
evaluation criteria. Given two curves P and Q, ”Fr” is defined
as the minimum cord-length sufficient to join a point traveling
forward along with P and one traveling forward along with Q.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

TABLE II
COMPUTATIONAL SIMULATION RESULTS

OLoop CLoop T [sec] S[%] Fr[mm]

8.10±0.31mm 0.65±0.46mm 0.53±0.03 93.6 0.24±0.06
18.81±24.5◦ 3.25±5.23◦

TABLE III
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

CLoop T [sec] S[%] Fr[mm]

1.81±0.51mm 0.51±0.02 100 0.48±0.11
5.9 ± 1.42◦

A. Computational Simulations Evaluation

From a total of 825 tests, 93.6% were successful. The
remaining 6.3% resulted in unfeasible scenarios where an
obstacle-free solution that meets both kinematic and surgical
constraints was not able to be found. At the point during the
insertion this occurred, the simulation stopped. The average
computation time was 0.53 ± 0.03 seconds, which fulfills the
minimum requirements. Finally, the final distance from the
target pose CLoop is compared to the error we would have
in an open-loop situation OLoop when there is no replanning
involved (our ground-truth). This comparison is conducted
in simulation (Table II). With an independent two-sample t-
test, we measured a statistically significant mean reduction
in targeting error over the open-loop results (P<.0001), with
OLoop mean equal to 8.10±0.31 mm compared with 0.65 ±
0.46 mm in the case (CLoop) case. These results meet the given
tolerance of 2.5 mm target position error we set for this task.
Furthermore, the target orientation error was computed, with
a closed-loop mean of 3.24±5.23 degrees, versus 18.81±24.5
degrees in the open-loop case. The total improvement in target
orientation accuracy is also statistically significant (P<.0001).
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Finally, the average Fr, calculated at each step of insertion
is equal to 0.24±0.06 mm. Since the simulated deformation
will inevitably cause a difference between the current and the
updated path, we can only aim to minimize Fr value.

B. In-vitro Experiments Evaluation
An average target position error of 1.81±0.51 mm and

a mean target orientation error of 5.9±1.42 degrees were
measured at the end of 15 insertions (Fig. 9). The average
computational replanning time of 0.51±0.02 seconds con-
firms our algorithm’s performances in-vitro. Then, a Frechet
distance of 0.48±0.12 mm is measured. These values are
substantially higher than the respective simulation errors. We
believe this discrepancy arises primarily from the inaccuracies
in our needle dynamic model. However, all the tests were
considered successful, since our technique constantly guided
our PBN to the desired target pose within the given tolerances
and above the previously set minimum Rc.

Fig. 9. Our flexible needle at the end of the insertion is shown.

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This study describes a novel 3D path replanning technique
optimised for soft-tissue surgical interventions and applicable
to curvature bounded steerable needles. The algorithm can
smoothly adjust a preoperative path intraoperatively, while
meeting constraints on both target position and orientation.
Furthermore, this system reacts smoothly to ongoing tissue
deformations and real-world uncertainties. Its ability to com-
pensate for local changes, while keeping constraints on its
global goals, removes the risk of long path detours affecting
the more common RRTs techniques. A complete implementa-
tion of the method was tested in both simulation and in-vitro
experiments demonstrating acceptable target position accuracy
for minimally invasive neurosurgery[7]. These results confirm
its performance as an online replanning tool and building block
in a ”Replanning as Control” needle steering framework, with
the novel addition of a target orientation constraint. While we
demonstrate a successful planner, our physical experiments
reveal our needle dynamic model fails to perfectly model
the needle motion, thus leading to inaccuracies and bigger
deviations from the desired path.

Future works will concentrate on mitigating dynamic model
inaccuracies and assessing the algorithm’s performance ex-
vivo and subsequently in-vivo during animal trials planned
with the EDEN2020 system. The in-vivo tests will feature a
full setup including an intraoperative 3D ultrasound, hence the
robustness of the replanner in compensating for realistic brain
deformations will be evaluated.
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